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ABSTRACT 

Voids are imbedded in a homogeneous ocdiura where 
point defects ^re uniformly created and annihilated. As 
shown by a perturbation calculation, the proportion of the 
defects which art lost on the cavities goes through a maxi
mum, when the voids are arranged on a translation lattice. 

If a void is displaced from ist lattice site, its 
growth rr.ee becomes anisotropic and is larger in the direc
tion of the vacant site. 

The relative efficiency of BCC versus FCC void latti
ces for the capture of point defects is shown to depend on 
the relaxation length of the point defects in the surroun
ding medium. 

It is shown that the rate of energy dissipation in 
the crystal under irradiation is maximum whin the voids 
are ordered on the appropriate lattice. 

INTRODUCTION 

The existence of an instability threshold for a crystal under 
irradiation has been recently predicted ' . Above a critical température 
dependent Point Defect (PD) generation rate, the crystal may undergo a 
transformation by broken spatial symmetry : the amplitude of certain PD 
concentration waves will then increase, resulting in a spatially periodi
cal clustering of tha PD. These PI) clusters may then collapse into voi.ls, 
loops, tetrahedra, etc ... 

In the present work it is shown that, once a void lattice hns 
been generated, the voids under irradiation are stabilized on their void 
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As shown by Eq. (12) Y * n d Y* « r c «lways positive. Since X: - 0 labels the 
only cavity to have been displaced, the non vanishing terns in Eq. (II) 
are such that k or I is equal to sero. Therefore the numerator in Eq. (10) 
is given by : 

(13) -2(f Y'*JY>£ W ooC(V 
which is always negative provided that the summation over k is always 
positive. That this is true can be proved rigorously, but can be physi
cally understood frost the following : according to Eq. (3), ÏJ.JQG C8^,* 
is the concentration at the site zero, created by a set of positive PD 
punctual sources, located at all the sites but the zeroth, of a transla
tion lattice, in an honogeneous medium. At site zero, the absence of a 
PD source creates a dip in the PD concentration. Therefore the variation 
of this concentration in the vicinity of the zeroth site, Z.,Q 6G (R^»)» 
is always positive. 

As a summary, the PD elimination rate on cavities is maximum 
when these cavities are ordered on a translation lattice. A similar effect 

5 was noticed by Haa in the problem of precipitation on dislocations. 

CONSEQUENCES 

Dynamical Stability of growing Cavities 

If a cavity is slightly displaced from it's VL site, its 
growth rate becomes anisotropic : it is larger in the direction of the 
unoccupied VL vita. This results from the dipolar tern in j(r) on the 
displaced cavity s the PD reach preferentially the cavity fron the vacant 
v% site. This can be proved rigorously using the same formalism as above, 
but the following argument gives the physical mechanism s consider two 
cavities imbedded in the medium described by Eq. (I). If the cavities 



integrating with the help of Green's theorem leads to * : 
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where r and r' defin.*» points on the surface of the cavities; the inte
gration is extended to the total surface of all the cavities (o); —-? is 

+ dn 
the normal derivative at point r*, directed outward the cavity, and 

•• j (r') - D 2£-X£X ( 5 ) 
The function G is known to he 

where R - |Sj, $-£'- r and ic is the inverse of the relaxation length 
of the defects, in the medium between the cavities s te « / o/D. 

Eq. (A) is a Fredholn equation of the first kind. It gives 
*f> 

the flux j(r') of the defects entering the unit surface of the cavity 
at the point r', as s function of the parameters g, a, D and of the spa
tial distribution of the voids, which is defined by the set of all possi
ble values of R. % 

Eq. (4) nay be rewritten 
|C|j> - |Q > ( 7 ) 

where C is an operator. Eq. (7) is the basic equation of the model, it 
enables to solve the problem suggested recently by Winter *. 

Perturbation Calculation 
Let us start with voids located at the sites of an infinite 

translation lattice, called the void lattiea (VL). The unknown flux 
j(r') is invariant under the VL translations. 

U t us now displace slightly one cavity» labelled o» fro» 
its VL site. The resulting variations in the operator C and the source 

M the term 1/2 results fro» tn additionnai contribution to the integral 
of the RHS of Eq, (4), when r' * r (non uniform convergence). 
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tern Q in Eq. (7) are given to first order by : 

|6C|j > • |C|*J > - |SQ > (8) 
let es represent the integration over r on the total surface of all the 
cavities by <l[. Then from Eq. (8), one gets ; 

<l|C|6j > - <l|«Q > - <l|6c|j> (9) 

In this equation, <l|c| and |j> are functions of r*. Since they refer to 
the unperturbed VL, they are invariant under the VL translations. Neglec
ting higher order harmonics, they nay be replaced by their average values 
on the surface o, of any single cavity (Z>, which we note respectively 
1 <l\G\l> and J. Therefore, fro» Eq. (9) : 

<i | 6 j >. l l J |^ lJJ l !MLE 
'I 

<i|c|z> 
(10) 

<l|oJ> is the total variation of the flux of PD entering the cavities, 
induced by the displacement of one cavity fron its lattice site. That 
<l)6J> is always negative as daisied in the introduction can be proved 
as follows : 

a) Frost Eq. (6), ̂  <i|CJZ> is seen to be positive. The sane is true 
for J. 

b) Let us rewrite <l|6Q> and <l|6C|l> as follows : 

***r* **kl mt* **kl â r * M * P « c t i v e l y t h « perturbation of <I|C|fc> and 
<l\jp-\k>i k mi I refer to the surfaces of cavities k and I. 

Fro* Eq, (6) one finds that, R ^ being the distance between 
the centres of the spheres k and It 

rki " Y' c ihi* *** *ia "Y c <ht> w i t h 
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As shown by Eq. (12) Y *»»d Y* •*« always positive. Since k » 0 labels the 
only cavity to have been displaced, the non vanishing terms in Eq. (II) 
are such that k or I is equal to sero. Therefore the numerator in Eq. (10) 
is given by : 

tSSL v» 4 î v* E. . Re fR. S (|3) - I <Ç Y f • j Y> * WO W ^ 
which is always negative provided that the summation over k is always 
positive*. That this is true can be proved rigorously, but can be physi
cally understood from Che following : according to Eq. (3), t.jJi (R^J 
is the concentration at the site sero, created by a set of positive PD 
punctual sources, located at all the sites but the seroth, of a transla
tion lattice, in an homogeneous medium. At site zero, the absence of a 
PD source creates a dip in the P0 concentration. Therefore the variation 
of this concentration in the vicinity of the zeroth site, E. , Q 6G (R^.)» 
is always positive. 

As a summary, the PD elimination rate on cavities is maximum 
when these cavities are ordered on a translation lattice. A similar effect 
vas noticed by Bam in the problem of precipitation on dislocations. 

CONSEQUENCES 

Dynamical Stability of growing Cavities 

If a cavity is slightly displaced from it's VL site, its 
growth rate becomes anisotropic ; it is larger in the direction of the 
unoccupied VL site. This results from the dipolar term in j(r) on the 
displaced cavity t the PD reach preferentially the cavity from the vacant 
VL site. This can be proved rigorously using the same formalism as above, 
bvt the following argument gives the physical mechanism s consider two 
Cavities imbedded in the medium described by Eq. (I). If the cavities 

mm* 



are very far apart, the PD flux around each cavity has a spherical symme
try : the growth rate of each cavity is isotropic. On the other hand, if 
the two cavities are in contact» no PD will enter any of the cavities at 
the point of contact. Between these two limiting cases, less defects will 
reach the cavity frost the direction which points to its neighbour. li 
surface diffusion effects are neglected, the cavity will grcj <ntay from 
its neighbour. 

In other words, the overlapping of the diffusion fields of 
Che PD around each cavity creates a repulsive "force" on the cavity. For 
reasons of symmetry, this force is rcro when all cavities are on their 
VL sit?. This is the kinetic mechanism for VI stability. 

The VL stability with respect Co void radius fluctuations is 
under study. 

Respective Capture Efficiencies of different Void Lattices 

For which translation lattice is the PD elimination rate on 
cavities maximum ? 

Let us cone back to a perfect VL. As discussed above, j(r') 
m y be replaced by its average value I, calculated iron Eq. (7). Integra-
ting on r over the surface of the cavity I gives : 

Jm7mm ryz < , 4 > * *ki 
Pro» Eq. (12) 

*"i „.uui i " ̂ .TI^CV - err < l 5 ) 

Since J is always positive, the VL for which J is maximum is Che one for 
which f - Z^ G (Rto> is minimum. 

If Che ?D relaxation length is large compared to the nearest 
neighbour distance d, in the void lattice (<d « I) the exponential in 
Eq. (6) is unity and one is left with the calculation of the lattice sums 
in different lattices for a given lattice points density. 

As shown by Sholl the lattice sum f is minimum in the BCC 
structure. Therefore, in the limit ted « 1, J is maximum for Che BCC 



void lattice. 

In the reverse case (»cd » 1), the first nearest neighbours 
of the displaced cavity give the dominant contribution to f. For a given 
void density, the FCC lattice provides the largest nearest neighbour 
distance. It therefore minimizes £ or equivalently maximizes j. 

Between these two limiting cases, there exists a critical 
value of < which gives to the BCC and FCC vo'id lattices ihe same PD 
capture efficiency. 

*0W> LATTICES AS DISSIPATIVE STRUCTURES 

The physics of the preceeding sections stay be summarized as 
follows : under irradiation, the overlapping of PD diffusion fields around 
the cavities produces a repulsive "force" on the cavities, which stabi
lises them on the VI sites. For a given void population (number density 
I, radius p), BCC VL structure is the most absorbing, provided that the 
PD relaxation length between the cavities is large. As will be shown 
below, these factes are relevant to the energetics of the crystal under 
irradiation . 

The generation of Frenkel pairs injects into the unit volume 
of the crystal the formation energy of these pairs at a rate proportional 
to g. Under quasi steady state conditions, part of this energy is stored 
at surface energy of the cavities, at a rate proportionnai to the rate 
of increase of the specific void area : a. The remaining part is dissi
pated into heat : it can neither be stored as dislocation line tension 
since the dislocation density is known to saturate, nor as PD supersatu
ration since this supersaturation decreases as swelling proceeds. 

As shown be the standard rate theory of swelling , 

. w — - — [-,•/,• . - — ^ ^ - — - ^ , ( I M 

where <^t <^t <^ are respectively Mte rate constants for interstitial-
vacancy, interstitial-dislocation, vacancy-dislocation reactions and n 



a correction parameter which we introduce to account for the effect of 
the spatial distribution of voids on the rate of PD elimination on these 
voids;n may be calculated from Eq. (14) and is maximua for the appropriate 
VL. 

As shown by Eq. (16), a decreases when n increases provided 
that Np iv. large i.e. that the cavities contribute predominantly to the 
elimination of the PD. The presence of thermal vacancies which has been 
omitted in Eq. (16) does not alter this trend. 

Therefore, for given values of g, N, and p, a is minimum 
«ben the cavities are located at the nodes of the appropriate lattice 
(n maximum). Thus the rate of energy dissipation is maximized by the for* 
station of this void lattice. Void lattices sight therefore be an example 

8 
of dissipative structures in solids . 

It therefore appears that intensive irradiation may trigger 
1 2 

a restructuration of crystalline solids ' , the new structure being 
highly organized and quite stable. This is an illustration for crystalline 
solids of a general idea which .ncounters more and more success in physi-

3 
eal chemistry . That the PD clusters arrays which have been reported up 

9-12 to now • are examples of such structures,remains however to be proved 
by an appropriate experimentation and more realistic calculations, which 
in particular would take into account the interaction energy between the 

13 PD clusters 
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